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2013 Preface
The book Tuning the Diamonds: Electromagnetism & Spiritual Evolution
was originally written during a time in my life when I was involved with energy
practitioners and interested in understanding more about the human energy field.
My long term interest in metaphysics and metaphysical writings suggested
something major was about to happen, and this made me especially curious about
specific messages related to the need to shield the human energy field. In 2004, I
discovered space weather, and in August of the same year, I was asked to write a
chapter in someone else’s book. By May 2005, I had decided to write my own
book, having already spent nearly six months researching and writing full-time.
In September 2006, I self-published because I decided not to trust the people I
had been involved with. Moreover, I did not think there was time to waste
sending my manuscript to publishers who are not interested in anything
‘different’ from a new author. I did not know much about publishers, but I was
persuaded not to bother after reading stories of highly qualified authors who had
been rejected by various publishers over many years. I also did not want to give a
publisher my ideas so that they could tip-off their favorite author. I did need help
with editing, but even though I was part of an international organization with
thousands of people, there was little support. This was because my research was
coveted; there was only interest in stealing my work to sell on at a much higher
price. I did find my some help eventually, but sadly, things did not work out as
well as I had hoped and as I tried to finish editing my book alone, I started to
suspect I suffered from some dyslexia. Well, after I spent months trying to fix my
manuscript, I finally did publish and in November 2007, my book with some
typos and grammatical errors was still good enough to be placed in the UK
National Archives ensuring that the book will “become available to present and
future generations”. Now that it is official that the Earth’s magnetosphere is
breaking down, my feeble attempts at trying to explain why certain energy
practitioners were attempting to create cosmic energy shields will be of some
historical interest in the future.
Since I wrote and published my book, there have been some major
disappointments. The Cultic Milieu harbors people who seem to be brilliant at
creating illusions and there is one author whose work has been affectively
removed from this version of my book. I simply did not do enough checking into
whether his scientific research was properly peer reviewed. I will admit, I
mistook being published by a major publisher as a sign of credibility. I now
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realise that there is some real dross being churned out by New Age publishers
and some authors are so famous that it does not seem to matter whether their
work is convincing or not, people automatically buy it.
This e-book is a revised and updated 2013 version of the original book
Tuning the Diamonds: Electromagnetism & Spiritual Evolution published and
printed as a paperback in 2006 and 2008 with slight revisions. In this version, I
have toned down my enthusiasm for working with the human energy field
because I am not totally convinced that powerful energetic procedures should be
promoted without some professional oversight. This is partly because in the last 6
years or so, I have been disappointed over and over again with New Agers in the
Cultic Milieu that lack integrity, something that seems to be ingrained as I have
found out. Please read my long essay Spiritual Evolution in the Cultic Milieu
(August 2011), where I fully explain my position on this matter. I have spent
over 30 years seeking truth and enlightenment and I am not impressed with
people who routinely lie for convenience. However, there is nothing I can do
about people who use my insights to sell their wares, this is a problem that many
different types of authors face and there is not much that can be done to stop
those who are the most unscrupulous.
My original research was not perfect, but it was the best I could do at the
time. I tried to create a foundation for understanding how spirituality is linked to
the human electromagnetic field, and I pulled together the opinions of various
scientists and mystics who could shed some light on this subject. In this regard, it
must be stated that whether someone is a scientist or a mystic, not every word
coming from their lips is divinely inspired... In my efforts, I did not feel the need
to provide only the latest cutting edge news because it seems most people don’t
know some basic information and some amazing scientific insights that are
decades old. In the same way that people were surprised to find out about the
development of instruments used on astronauts that have provided some excellent
scientific validation for certain important metaphysical insights, this new version
of my book provides a few more insights that are equally astounding.
One of the reasons why it has taken a long time to release an e-book is
simply because I thought my hard work would be quickly stolen. From the word
go, various people who were more established than me tried to steal my insights.
In 2007, one author even dared to ask for teaching materials on my research after
running onto Coast to Coast Radio and talking about, ‘Tuning the Diamonds’.
Well, I now believe that I have sold enough paper copies of my book; my
websites are popular enough; my long essays and my White House report are
now ‘out’ in the public domain for people to recognize where certain ideas and
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concepts originate. I think I have worked hard enough to stop plagiarizers; but
who knows, a lack of integrity runs deep in the Cultic Milieu. There is nothing I
can do about people who use my insights to sell their wares. This lack of integrity
is a problem that many different types of authors face, and there is not much that
can be done to stop those who are the most unscrupulous.
Since I did not have a lot of support, it was really difficult to make certain
types of decisions, especially when there was no one trustworthy enough around
to act as a proper sounding board. So I have decided to only update where I think
certain concepts need to be expanded and explained better. Instead of 10
chapters, there are now 12 chapters and some information has been re-arranged.
There is a lot of information in my News of the Imbalance webpage that could be
used to update this book as well, but it would be an arduous task. Hence, I have
tried my best to only add the most useful insights that fit the original premise of
the book.
This e-book is still effectively a textbook that introduces the concept of
space weather and then integrates science and metaphysics to reveal some
important insights. The overall premise of my book is that we were entering a
New World Age dominated by the aether or space - a premise that has been
spectacularly confirmed by various space agencies, reports by major insurance
companies warning big business and the announcement by the US & UK
governments in June 2011, that they are now prepared to take down national
power grids at a moments notice, to stop hundreds of transformers being
destroyed in the event of extreme space weather. Therefore I am pleased that I
realized the importance of Space Weather when very few outside of the space
communications and power industry were even aware of the seriousness of our
world experiencing a major cosmic deluge.
As a seeker, I do not regret the many thousands of hours I have spent
researching since this endeavor is what has led me to some profound truths. Yes,
I was right about Space Weather, but discovering sacred geometries and our
relationship to the divine has been far more profitable for my soul. Thus, the aim
of this book is to enable the serious seekers to understand what is taking place in
our world. If they are interested in delving deeper into the metaphysics, they are
better able to sift out the offerings from the most unscrupulous in the Cultic
Milieu. Now it is my great pleasure to I share these amazing discoveries with
other serious seekers.
Susan Joy Rennison,
April 2013
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Introduction
We are living in extraordinary times! Humanity is in the midst of a massive
transformation, taking place on Earth, one that has been predicted by Keepers of
Ancient Knowledge and various esoteric groups from many traditions. This is an
evolutionary change and mankind is being invited to evolve and move into a
New World Age. This requires that we live in balance and harmony with
ourselves, in our relationships and most importantly with the Earth. Evolutionary
change is energy driven and this book identifies ‘New Energy’ to be coming
from deep space that is also affecting the center of our Milky Way Galaxy. A
powerful alignment is taking place, which is increasing the frequency of planet
Earth and providing a new source of energy for individuals who choose to raise
their level of consciousness. Moreover, there has been a dramatic acceleration
and it is now undeniable that planet Earth is experiencing a deluge of cosmic and
solar energies.
Scientists are now observing planet-wide physical changes in all the planets
that make up our solar system. Some changes are occurring in a matter of
decades, others in only a few years. Cosmic energy and dust is flooding our solar
system, and scientists are now openly referring to “space climate change” [1].
Yet, these new conditions have been long predicted and welcomed by some as
‘New Energy’. This has provoked a flurry of scientific investigation, with
thousands of scientists involved in international efforts to understand the
consequences. The Sun’s behavior is now unpredictable, and since 1989 there
have been some severe solar flares. Just one solar flare enables the delivery of
magnetic energy that is equivalent to 100 billion Hiroshima sized atomic bombs.
Another solar activity, coronal mass ejections, occur when the surface and
atmosphere of the Sun just lifts off and flings trillions of metric tons of highly
charged sub-atomic articles into space, sometimes aimed directly at Earth. When
space weather arrives, it first slams into our magnetosphere compressing it, and
sometimes this magnetic shield in space is so compressed that satellites in
geosynchronous orbit are left exposed to hostile cosmic conditions and
vulnerable to being zapped by highly charged electrical energy. Over the last two
decades or so, the dramatic increase in solar activity quickly commanded the
attention of various government organizations: the military, satellite
communication manufacturers and the power supply industry. To cope with the
new hostile conditions in space, we now have an “armada” of satellites one
million miles from Earth watching the Sun. Their function is to provide an
approximate 45 minute warning to satellite controllers, who then have sufficient
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time to put Earth bound satellites into “safe mode”, hence protecting them
against “killer electrons”.
With the continuing onslaught of space weather, the inevitable can no longer
be ignored. The highly delicate Earth environment is not able to withstand the
pressure and so governments are conceding that global climatic change is
underway, but the evidence to support an anthropogenic cause is doubtful.
Climate scientists tell us that recent air and ocean temperature data shows that
older climate models overestimated temperature rises [2]. The climate
establishment suggests that cooling due to ‘undetected’ aerosols might be
responsible for the failure of the models to date, but others think this is a poor
excuse. There is some slight warming but not as much as predicted or in the way
it was supposed to occur. In fact, climate skeptics believe that the slight rise in air
temperatures is not caused by human CO2 emissions, and what has been detected
is mainly due to other mechanisms. The most popular belief by climate skeptics
is that the planet is gently warming up after the last Mini-Ice Age with a fairly
steady warming trend of 0.5°C per century since 1680 (with alternating ~30 year
periods of warming and mild cooling) whereas the vast bulk of all human CO2
emissions have been after 1945.
In tandem with climatic change, scientists tell us that geological and
geophysical changes are becoming irreversible. The bizarre weather and
persistent breaking of weather records is now giving cause for concern, so we
find that quietly, government organizations are planning for the possibility of a
global disaster. In January 2006, the Norwegian government announced that they
would build a vault to store seeds in a mountainside on the island of Svalbard
1,000 km (600 miles) from the North Pole. Described as a “Noah’s Ark” by the
Norwegian Agriculture and Food Minister, the vault’s purpose is to enable
survivors of a global disaster to re-seed Earth [3]. This announcement was
reported in various publications and one reason given for this planning was the
possibility of a complete breakdown of global electricity supplies, but no mention
is given of why this would occur.
Well, this book reveals that the electrical conditions in our solar system have
changed; and hence, there is a possibility that planet Earth could get “zapped” by
a large electrical current flowing from space! There are electric fields in outerspace and this has been known by elite scientists for decades, yet the electrical
properties of space are not taken fully in account by most ordinary astronomers.
This explains why astronomical discoveries are constantly described as
“surprising” and “amazing” and popular theory consistently fails to explain
observations brought back to Earth via satellite images and space probes. A
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major pillar of cosmological and astronomical theory is that gravity rules the
universe. This outdated thinking is finally losing dominance as scientists slowly
realize that the universe is not electrically neutral. Simply put, it is hard to
comprehend why cosmologists believe that gravity rules the universe, when the
electromagnetic force is 10 times (a thousand billion, billion, billion, billion
times) more powerful! Plasma physicists and electrical engineers accept that
electromagnetism is the primary driver in the universe and they can explain how
energy is delivered around by the cosmic web of electric power lines in space.
The universe has a live electrical network that links everything together. Energy
is connected to energy – everyone to everyone – everything to everything – every
planet to every planet – every solar body to every solar body. The electrical
conditions in our galaxy and solar system are changing, and we may be in store
for a shock!
The true nature of our reality is now apparent. Physicists verify the presence
of an underlying sea of electromagnetic energy, of almost inconceivable
magnitude. The invisible aether that was once widely believed to exist by mystics
and scientists and later largely discredited by one flawed experiment has now
attained mainstream scientific acceptance and is being passed off under the guise
of zero-point energy! The new name was derived because there is always some
energy in the background. Even at absolute zero temperature a constant
fluctuation of energetic particles appear and disappear. Yet, space weather
suggests that sub-atomic particles that are the edge of physicality are flooding our
solar system. It is no longer seems appropriate to just talk about tiny fluctuations
in the aether or space when Earth is facing cosmic tsunamis from space!
To understand how the universe really works, the book Tuning the
Diamonds: Electromagnetism and Spiritual Evolution, highlights shifting
scientific opinion. As humanity faces evolutionary challenge, we can choose to
no longer listen to those scientists who can only offer abstract mathematics and
no real answers. The changes that are happening on Earth are real; hence, we
need explanations that can be backed up with hard facts. The science of plasma
physics explains the true nature of our universe and can provide many answers to
astronomical enigmas. The ability to demonstrate plasma events, with laboratory
experiments and supercomputer simulation, means that we can return to the true
scientific tradition where predictions, observations and validations serve to
enlighten. Modern Mayan Elders predicted a new era dominated by aether or
space and the arrival of a “Serpent Rope”. Now, with our modern day
understanding of the behavior of plasma, we can now understand these old
prophecies. Mayan prophecies are now fulfilled with the arrival of space weather
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and a new space weather feature called, “The Equatorial Electrojet”, a “huge”
snake-like electrical current of millions of ampéres, currently dancing around the
Earth’s equator.
The Earth is undergoing transformation and Russian scientists tell us that the
Earth’s frequency which creates magnetic grid lines, commonly referred to as
“ley lines” has changed in recent years. When we examine the overall shape of
these grid lines, we find crystal-like geometry and a diamond! Geophysicists tell
us the Earth’s magnetic field appears to be in the process of reversing, but cannot
predict when a full flip will occur. However, we do know that in the last eighty
years or so, at the Core-Mantle-Boundary, there are parts of the Earth’s magnetic
field where the direction of magnetic flux has already reversed. Thus, if these
areas continue to grow and engulf both poles, then a magnetic reversal will
ensue. Geophysicists cannot provide a timeline for when this could happen, but
what most people don’t know is that Earth’s magnetic field is also dependent on
an electrical ring current around Earth. This gives rise to a magnetic field that is
in opposite direction to the main dipole magnetic field at Earth’s surface.
Therefore, when there are storms from space, the magnetic field values measured
on the Earth’s surface can dramatically change. Thus it appears that Earth’s
intrinsic magnetism is still a mystery. Scientists are not certain how the Earth
obtained its magnetic field in the first place and what exactly maintains the field
we have now. Yet, if we take a closer look at the Earth’s core, where the Earth’s
magnetic field originates, we get another surprise. The data suggests that the
inner core, which is about the size of our moon, is crystalline and appears to be
just like one large diamond crystal!
There have been many amazing yet similar discoveries in space as well. One
enigma is that galaxies are distributed in a diamond lattice formation! These
discoveries reveal that geometry is fundamental to how the universe is organized.
Understanding the true state of the universe will help us understand the true
nature of the human being. Diamond geometry is the signature of the ability of
universal consciousness to transmit and receive information, and this geometry
can be found at all levels from the truly macroscopic to the microscopic.
Diamond geometry can even be found in the human energy field and its
importance is highlighted in this book.
Today technology has reached places that only mystics have gone before.
For instance, now the human energy field has been detected and verified by
science. The magic eye of electrodes can detect parts of the electromagnetic
spectrum and fields of energy that have only previously been seen by the gifted.
Healing energies can now be explained in scientific terms, but this requires that
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we understand the interplay of electromagnetic forces that make-up our reality.
As usual, Russian authorities are leading the way with a greater public
acceptance of esoteric knowledge and abilities and are now inviting those who
claim to have healing abilities to submit to tests and prove that their brain is
linking up with universal energies. There is no longer any doubt; science proves
that certain people can routinely attract negative entropic or universal energies.
What’s more, scientists admit that humans must have the ability to interact with
other realms of reality and now only the uneducated claim Extra Sensory
Perception (ESP) is the domain of gypsies and fortune-tellers. Now, armchair
techniques have been developed by military organizations and are employed for
the practical purpose of ESPionage! Bolstered by their success, the United States
military are now publicly investigating teleportation and have enthusiastically
endorsed the power of yogis as real!
Evolutionary change encourages us to understand the concept of multidimensional realities, encapsulated within our modern scientific theories such as
String Theory. Yet, the controversial book The Da Vinci Code, by Dan Brown,
has recently introduced many to the concept that there is esoteric knowledge,
preserved for many thousands of years, carefully blended into the background of
culture and science. In the metaphysical world, it is understood that in the ‘New
Energy’ there can be no secrets. For the sake of humanity, those secrets are now
being revealed in order to help us evolve in a gracious way. In this regard, the
book Tuning the Diamonds: Electromagnetism and Spiritual Evolution
introduces the science associated with “Sacred Geometry”. Here, the main focus
is the cuboctahedron and octahedron. In the last few years there has been
incredible evidence that ordinary diamonds have quantum effects at the macro
scale but that the same time human DNA is also generating energetic diamonds
too. Hence, the unique properties of cuboctahedron and octahedron geometries
are examined and the connection with universal consciousness is explored.
As the electromagnetic grid of planet Earth has changed, metaphysical
insight suggests that we will have to follow suit. Thus, as the presence of ‘New
Energy’ gets stronger on Earth, humans will have to maintain balance. When we
discuss balance, we are referring to mental and emotional health as well as
motor, sensory and intellectual capabilities. This is achieved by strengthening our
core energy and energy field, whilst activating a specific lattice of light in our
personal energy field. This book goes beyond the commonly held ideas in the
metaphysical community and provides the solid evidence from world experts
who can explain the existence of a human energy field and lattice of light that
allows for a truly balanced human.
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Russians scientists have been exploring the mystery of The Great Pyramid,
placed in the geographical center of the world. Extensive research has satisfied
them that it generated powerful, but balanced electromagnetic and non traditional
forces and this was utilized by ancient Egyptians. Consequently, the Russians
have been building massive pyramids since 1989, as they believe the balancing
influence of these pyramids will benefit the whole world. At this time of
accelerated change, the people of higher consciousness can provide the same
balancing role intended by the builders of the Great Pyramid. We can use our
consciousness to program the diamond crystalline core of Earth and in doing so,
lessen the climatic and geophysical upheaval that is a necessary part of
evolutionary change. We can take more responsibility and start Tuning the
Diamonds.

Susan Joy Rennison
April 2013
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